
Enduring in crisis, surging in local communities  
 
Section 1: Executive Summary and Fast Facts    

The 2022 INN Index Report shows that the nonprofit news sector 
largely weathered the threats and disruption of the COVID-19 
pandemic and continues a growth cycle of more than a decade.  

Growth can be measured across a variety of indicators, including 
the numbers of INN members, total revenue, philanthropic 
revenue, staffing size and audience reach. Collectively, these 
measures describe a robust field, increasing in capacity and 
influence. Beyond individual organizations’ growth, growing 
coordination in reporting and networked content distribution 
expand the impact of this journalism beyond the size and number 
of newsrooms. 

Going deeper, the Index shows that growth is differentiated. For 
example, gains in philanthropic support to nonprofit news is most 
densely concentrated among larger national and global 
organizations. 

Smaller, local news organizations are driving growth in 
the number of nonprofit news outlets. Roughly 4 in 10 
nonprofit news organizations are local, up from about 2 
in 10 in 2017. Based on these trends, INN projects local 
outlets will make up the majority of nonprofit news 
organizations in 2024.  

The Index also demonstrates challenges that could slow 
growth and merit attention in coming years. These 
include: the capacity to attract and retain diverse staffs, 
especially beyond a cluster of newsrooms primarily 
focused on serving communities of color; access to philanthropic support for smaller and emerging 
newsrooms; and the cultivation of market-based revenue where it is possible and aligns with the 
public service mission. 

Fast Facts 

Here’s what INN’s 2022 Index tells us about the state of the field. 

● Most nonprofit news outlets are steadily growing their revenue. Two-thirds of news 
organizations grew total annual revenue over the four years from 2018 though 2021, and the 
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median growth was 25%. Nearly 1 in 5 outlets saw their revenue decline from 2018 through 
the pandemic while about 15% held steady. This trend data 
comes from a cohort of 92 outlets of which 82 provided 
consistent revenue data for 2018 and 2021. Throughout 
this report, you will find trend data from this group 
labeled as the “Index trend set.”     

● The startup pace continues: Since 2017, more than 
135 nonprofit news outlets have launched, roughly 
double the number of startups that launched in the 
previous five-year period.  

● Local news is rapidly growing. Over half of the news 
outlets that have launched since 2017 – 55% – are local, 
and the growth of locals has increased year over year. In 
2020, 57% of new launches were local, and in 2021, 
65% of launches were local. Based on early 2022 
membership data, we expect this trend to continue. 
Local news startups are moving into smaller markets, 
and the fastest growth is in the Southeast and Western 
U.S. regions. 

● Nonprofit news outlets bring in a median $373,000 in 
annual revenue and have a median of 6 FTEs on 
staff, consistent with previous years, but the median is 
increasingly “untypical” in that it is pulled from widening 
ranges of revenue, outlet type, audience and virtually 
every measure as the field diversifies. Total revenue 
ranges and revenue sources vary by the type of nonprofit news outlet. 

● Staff diversity stayed consistent but variable. Across the field, a little over half (53%) of 
staff are white and over a third (35%) are people of color. This more or less represents 
diversity levels from last year. Yet, racial and ethnic representation remains highly variable 
across the field. Outlets with a mission to primarily serve communities of color drive most of 
the field’s diversity gains. 

● Nonprofit news audiences grow over time. Two-thirds of the Index trend set grew web traffic 
from 2018 to 2021 (measured by average monthly uniques), with a median growth in web 
reach of 33% over this four-year timeframe. Today across the nonprofit sector, more than 
7,100 outlets regularly published or aired INN member work in 2021. 

SECTION 2: Multiyear Revenue Growth 

Revenue grows steadily to fund nonprofit journalism 

Industry observers speculated whether the nonprofit news field’s revenue growth in 2020 represented 
a blip – a short term injection of capital to help public service journalism survive a crisis year. The 
data show this is not the case.  
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In fact, revenue totals reflect a field that continued to grow throughout 
2021. The nonprofit journalism sector weathered the worst of COVID-19 
without retrenching, and total fieldwide revenue and staffing figures grew 
from 2020 to 2021. The core group of digital-first, independent publishers 
came in at an estimated $400 million for 2021, representing growth from 
the $300 million to $350 million reported out of this subset the previous 
year.  

Revenue growth from 2020 through 2021 can be understood on two 
fronts. First, several global and national outlets grew foundation 
funding significantly during this timeframe, driving up both total 
revenue for the field and the share of total revenue attributable to 
foundation support. Broader trend data over the past four years (2018 
through 2021) show that this revenue growth is sustained over time: 
Two-thirds of news outlets in the Index trend set increased their total 
revenue, with a median of 25% growth in total revenue during this four-
year timeframe.  

Second, newly launched outlets generated new revenue 
counted in 2021’s totals. 

A closer look at the ebbs and flows of the sector’s major 
revenue streams (foundation funding, individual giving, and 
earned revenue) provides a more nuanced understanding 
of the field’s financial health: foundation funding remained 
constant overall while increased for larger outlets, earned 
revenue was the most volatile, and especially for locals, and 
individual giving grew for all types of outlets.  

Individual giving growth spans the field 

A look at the last four years shows individual giving is a 
relatively well-dispersed and stable revenue stream for nonprofit news. Individual giving is an 
umbrella term that encompasses financial contributions from individuals. 

Total individual giving to our Index trend set grew 53% over a four-year period, from more than $31 
million in 2018 to more than $48 million in 2021, with a median increase of $37,000 per outlet.   
The increasing numbers of people donating to nonprofit organizations is the major factor driving up 
individual giving revenue, rather than increases in median gift amounts, which largely held steady 
year over year.  

More than half (59%) of the Index trend set grew the number of major donors, with the median 
growing from 2 major donors in 2018 to 3 major donors in 2021. The number of small dollar donors 
and members also grew: over three-quarters of outlets in our Index trend set reported increases, with 
the median growing from about 250 contributors in 2018 to roughly 550 small-dollar donors and 
members in 2021.  

Wisconsin Watch illustrates long-term individual giving growth, increasing $100,000 in revenue from 
about 350 individual donors in 2018 to $280,000 in revenue from over 700 donors in 2021. Jay 
Burseth, Wisconsin Watch’s development director, points to new, small-dollar donors attracted by 
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expanded coverage and higher gift amounts from several mid-level donors as key drivers of this 
revenue growth. By the end of 2021, about half of Wisconsin Watch’s individual giving revenue came 
from major donors, with the other half from midlevel and small-dollar donors. In 2022, Burseth is 
focused on retaining and growing the outlet’s Watchdog Club, its group of individuals, families and 
corporations giving $1,000 per year. 

All types of outlets reported individual giving growth over the four-year period, with about 7 in 10 local, 
state or regional, and national or global outlets in our Index trend set reporting gains. National outlets 
grew individual giving the most – the median growth of individual 
giving dollars to national outlets was more than 60% in the last 
four years –  compared with local outlets (30%) and state and 
regional outlets (40%). Index data doesn’t indicate why national 
organizations had the most success growing individual giving 
dollars over this timeframe, but INN’s work in the field points to a 
possible cause: larger, national and global outlets are likely to 
have dedicated personnel designing and managing individual 
giving programs.  

Individual giving also proved to be a reliable revenue stream for 
nonprofit news through and beyond the 2020 crisis year, with 
most news outlets retaining the new dollars and donors brought 
on in 2020. By the end of 2021, median individual giving 
revenue per outlet was at $79,000, consistent with 2020’s 
$75,500 median. This roughly lines up with performance across 
the nonprofit sector broadly – Giving USA reports a 4.9% 
increase in giving by individuals from 2020 to 2021. See our 
2021 Index Report for more on the swell of individual giving 
dollars to nonprofit news during the 2020 crisis year.  

Of the three levels  of individual giving, small-dollar contributions 
are growing fastest. Over the four-year period, nearly 80% of 
outlets in our Index trend set increased small donor or 
member revenue and half at least doubled small-dollar 
donations. The median increase in small-dollar donations per 
outlet was $24,000. INN’s Index data doesn’t point to a cause 
of this collective revenue growth, but our reporting indicates a 
combination of factors – including retaining existing small-
dollar donors, upselling major and midlevel donors, and 
bringing on new, first time donors.  

PublicSource, a local news site in Pittsburgh, identifies 
matching opportunities as the secret to keeping individual 
donors energized and motivated to give from 2020 through 
2021. Membership and Development Manager Alyia Paulding 
works to build match pools throughout the year, leveraging 
skills she practiced through NewsMatch to translate pooled 
support from the outlet’s board and existing foundations into 
new, small-dollar donors.  
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Foundation funding, earned revenue sources remain variable 

Foundation funding for the Index trend set largely held steady. More than half of outlets reported 
increases in foundation funding over the four-year timeframe. The median increase for the whole 
group over a four-year period was more than $45,000, a nearly 40% increase. About one-sixth (16%) 
of outlets retained foundation funding at steady levels and more than one-fourth (28%) reported 
decreases. 

INN’s Index data doesn’t point to a cause of foundation funding increases, but our reporting indicates 
a combination of factors: The successful cultivation of larger gifts from existing funders and new, 
restricted foundation funding to support specific beats or initiatives of interest to issue-based grant-
makers were behind many foundation funding spurts for the cohort of larger, national and global 
outlets. For several state and local news outlets, multiyear support from the American Journalism 
Project made up the bulk of foundation funding gains, especially from 2020 to 2021.  

The Narwhal’s Emma Gilchrist pointed to a unique reason for foundation funding gains for the 
Canadian newsroom: a new status in Canada allowing registered journalism organizations to accept 
grants from charitable foundations. Such a move will continue to open new foundation relationships 
for Canadian nonprofit news outlets and likely spur growth of nonprofit journalism in the country. “The 
nonprofit news landscape is in its infancy in Canada, but I think this new status is going to encourage 
more to go the nonprofit route,” Gilchrist said. 

Earned revenue was the most volatile revenue stream year over year, especially for local news 
outlets, most likely a pandemic effect. Across the Index trend set, about half of outlets reported an 
increase in earned revenue, and more than a third experienced decreases. Median earned revenue 
for local outlets dropped in 2020 and again in 2021 to just under $29,000 per outlet, lower by nearly a 
third than the pre-COVID the level.  
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nonprofit news.  

News outlets use NewsMatch to incentivize individual giving and local funder contributions. In 2021, 
a nearly $4.1 million match pool from national funders was leveraged to generate more than $42 
million from individual donors and $4 million in additional match funds from local foundations, 
businesses, and major donors. This number of local match funders nearly tripled from the year prior.
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SECTION 3: Audience Growth 

Our Index trend set shows that as nonprofit news outlets grow in size and number, nonprofit 
journalism serves more people.  

A central piece of nonprofit news’ audience and distribution models is encouraging third-party 
publishers, including digital platforms, broadcasters, newspapers and other news sites, to co-publish, 
republish or air coverage and stories coming out of the nonprofit news network. This networked 
content sharing has developed because nonprofit news outlets prioritize journalism impact – making 
sure their news reaches more people through many channels – over audience totals and click-based 
ad revenue on their own sites.  

Across the nonprofit sector, more than 7,100 outlets regularly published or aired INN member work in 
2021, reflecting growth from the 3,800 publishing or distribution partners counted in the previous 
year’s survey. The added distribution came mostly from 20 larger outlets that reported a significantly 
higher number of content publication partners in 2021 compared with 2020. Together, this mix of 20 
large state, regional, national and global organizations account for a net of more than 2,700 additional 
third-party publishers year over year. 

Across the network, web is the primary direct distribution platform for 73% of outlets, followed by email (10%). 

Nonprofit news leaders and INN’s knowledge of the field point to a few factors driving third-party 
distribution growth. Several members launched new products on different platforms in 2021, including 
podcasts and radio shows, opening up possibilities for new broadcast-based distribution partners. 
Other outlets participated in editorial collaborations with shared content distribution baked into the 
process. 

Other less substantive factors included outlets shifting definitions of which partners qualify as a co-
publisher or republisher from 2020 to 2021, including one larger outlet that told the Index team it 
started counting subsidiaries of the parent media company in its 2021 republishing count. Additional 
reporting is needed to fully understand changing third-party distribution tactics across the nonprofit 
news field.  

The Daily Yonder, an outlet focused on covering rural issues across the country, doubled the number 
of news outlets publishing or broadcasting its coverage from 2020 to 2021. A new radio show and the 
routine use of a republication tool on its website in 2021 largely drove this year-over-year distribution 
gain. The Daily Yonder launched a radio program in August 2021 that’s now broadcast by an average 
of 250 stations per week. Digitally, Daily Yonder continues to use a republication tool developed by 
INN and managed by NewsPack – a widget that has brought Daily Yonder stories to an additional 
480,000 readers each month, a multiplier effect from the outlet’s previous on-site reach. 

2021 2020 2019

Average (mean) newsletter subscribers
20,249 24,331 

14,569

Average (mean) monthly unique visitors 540,860 633,269 565,929
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The field also is seeing long-term growth in direct audiences – or the people who find, use and 
engage with news on a newsroom’s own platforms, including its website and email newsletters. 
Building direct audiences is one of the most challenging aspects of media startups, as they must 
establish a brand and a new consumer habit, and audience development is becoming more 
challenging for all media as consumer attention is split among many channels. Direct audiences are 
largely interpreted in this report as a news organization’s web traffic (measured by average monthly 
uniques) and the total numbers of email newsletter subscribers.  

Nearly two-thirds of the Index trend set increased web traffic from 2018 to 2021 measured by average 
monthly uniques, with median growth in web audiences of 33% during this timeframe (about 11,500 
new users). A big majority of outlets in this cohort – more than 75% – also reported gains in 
newsletter list size, with a median increase of 54% and adding about 2,700 new subscribers over four 
years. 

From 2018 to 2021, 7 in 10 outlets increased the share of their audience they reach directly, rather 
than through a third party. More than 80% of local outlets reported shifts toward direct distribution 
during this timeframe, with half of those doubling the share of audiences they reached directly. 

Many publishers expected audience drop-offs to occur coming out of a crisis year that included a 
turbulent presidential election, racial justice movement and urgent public health information needs. 
Direct audience sizes did slightly decline from 2020 through 2021 for all types of nonprofit news 
outlets. As information demands started to subside and return to pre-pandemic levels, web traffic and 
email subscribers ticked slightly down, the former returning to 2019 benchmarks. The nonprofit 
sector’s audience patterns largely resemble broader research by  Axios and the Gallup/Knight 
Foundation demonstrating news consumption habits and attention to national and local news 
declining or flatlining since late 2020 and early 2021.  

SECTION 4: Surge in Local Outlets 

Running parallel to the track of larger, more established 
organizations growing revenue and audiences is a different kind of 
growth: Smaller, local news outlets starting up, many serving 
smaller populations and spreading into smaller markets than most 
outlets that launched in earlier years. 

Local news outlets stand out within the sector, doubling in number 
since 2017. Local newsrooms now make up 42% of outlets 
surveyed. In 2017, they made up less than a quarter. INN projects 
local will make up the majority of nonprofit news organizations in 
2024. 

In raw numbers, local news outlets tend to have smaller staffs and 
lower revenue than state, regional, national and global peers – not 
surprisingly. About half operate on budgets of less than $250,000 
per year, with about a quarter of local news outlets running on less than $100,000. Despite slim 
budgets, locals invest resources to cast wide revenue nets: they’re more likely than counterparts to 
have four or more revenue streams, largely due to their ability to bring in advertising dollars.  

Over the last several years, locals have launched in areas fairly well-distributed across the five main 
geographic regions of the U.S., splitting out across regions more or less in line with population sizes. 
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But in the past two years, locals have launched the 
most in the Southeast and Western regions: the 
number of local startups doubled in these regions 
compared to the previous two-year period.  

Growth in local news means more nonprofit outlets are 
now serving smaller communities and operating in 
smaller markets than before. More than a third of local 
nonprofit outlets serve markets with populations under 
100,000. In contrast, the pace of growth in the number 
of larger local outlets providing coverage for places 
with at least 1 million residents has been the same 
since 2018. 

Local nonprofit news outlets are more likely to say 
coverage of a community or communities of color is a 
primary mission. About 3 in 10 local organizations have 
that focus compared with 2 in 10 across the rest of the 
field. Many local startups are leading this charge.  

Outlets like Cicero Independiente, a bilingual newsroom 
serving Spanish-speaking immigrant communities in 
Cicero, Illinois, exemplify these efforts. Co-founder Irene 
Romulo said other media outlets were not meeting the 
informational needs of immigrant communities and were 
too focused on immigrants’ trauma. The outlet launched 
in 2019 surveys and conducts outreach with community 
members, mainly Latinx, to find and fill their information 
needs.  

Canopy Atlanta launched in 2020 as a community 
journalism nonprofit working to train and equip residents 
from Black, brown, immigrant and working-class 
communities in metro Atlanta to access information and 
tell their own stories. Already, Canopy has become a 
trailblazer developing new models of journalism – local 
communities across Atlanta help the Canopy team 
choose story topics, and Canopy then trains and pays 
residents known as Journalism Fellows to tell those 
community stories alongside experienced journalists. 
Those stories are then shared back with the community 
through events, partnerships, printed material and more.  

SECTION 5: Quality and Purpose of Coverage 

Local news focuses on civic engagement 

Defining and illustrating impact is one of the biggest challenges facing both emerging and established 
nonprofit journalism organizations. As nonprofit newsrooms are called on to demonstrate their impact 
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– whether to funders, board members, supporters or staff – they have developed their own impact 
priorities and ways of measuring their work. 

For the first time, the INN Index survey asked outlets to identify the impact they most seek to have 
through their journalism. The top-priority impact sought across the field is to build and expand 
knowledge around a complicated issue or topic, and also often mentioned is reflecting people’s 
perspective and lived experiences.  

Local outlets are more likely than other types of newsrooms to focus on enabling or inspiring people 
to get involved in civic life. Take for instance City Bureau, a local outlet based in Chicago that defines 
itself as a “nonprofit civic media organization.” Darryl Holliday, co-founder and now co-executive 
director of national impact, says in this INN case study: “Imagine if the success of a newsroom were 
measured by the quality of civic action informed and inspired by its reporting.” Today, City Bureau 
defines the key pillars of its impact as civic knowledge, information economy skills, generative 
relationships, and opportunities to engage in civic life. City Bureau is now bringing its reporting and 
impact approach to other local news markets around the country.  

Jump here to see INN’s case studies on how some member nonprofit news leaders are defining and 
measuring their impact.  

Newsrooms covering national, global, state or regional issues largely focus on building and 
expanding knowledge around a complicated issue or topic. Investigative outlets are more likely to say 
"reveal or prevent corruption or abuse of power" is their primary impact area, whereas outlets that 
focus on producing daily or weekly news are more likely to focus on "reflecting people's perspectives 
and lived experiences."  

Understanding the different buckets of impact will be critical in the coming years, as attention shifts 
from questions around the field’s stability toward how this stabilizing field can maximize its impact and 
service to the public.  

The quality and character of nonprofit news stands out 

While some nonprofit outlets focus on reporting the news of the day, the sector can primarily be 
understood as contributing in-depth, time-intensive news – investigations, 
enterprise, and explanatory reporting. Many focus on public policy 
issues.  

Since 2017, the field’s focus on investigative and explanatory journalism 
has remained consistent, with slight increase year over year in the 
share of explanatory reporting and declines in strictly investigative 
shops. Today, about a third of the field focuses on investigative 
journalism. And even outlets not strictly investigative demonstrate a 
commitment to depth: Fieldwide, 78% of all outlets employ or 
contract with at least one investigative journalist or editor, and 70% 
of newsrooms conducted at least one FOIA/public info request in the 
last year. 

Nonprofit news targets underserved communities 
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Many nonprofit news outlets say they produce this in-depth journalism for populations historically 
underserved by commercial media, including people of color, rural and low-income communities.  

About a quarter of all nonprofit outlets (28%) – most of them local – target low income populations. 
Nonprofit outlets also focus on providing services and coverage for changemakers, focusing on 
elected officials and policy makers (29%), community organizers and activists (25%), and civic 
leaders (20%). About a quarter  say rural communities are a primary target audience of their 
coverage. INN’s Rural News Network is a reporting consortium connecting more than 60 of these 
outlets serving rural communities – leveraging a network approach to sustainability, story generation 
and dissemination.  

About a quarter (26%) of outlets surveyed say their primary mission is to serve communities of color. 
Startups, mostly local, are driving this focus. Nearly one-third of the 55 outlets that launched in 2020 
and 2021 say serving communities of color is a primary mission, and more than half make specific 
efforts to serve these communities even if it isn’t the primary mission.  

INN’s research shows efforts to serve communities of color range from launching new coverage areas 
and building partnerships with other news outlets to using new audience engagement and distribution 
strategies (including podcasts, niche print products and SMS or texting services).  

Dallas Free Press is one of many nonprofit news outlets leveraging different platforms, such as 
texting, to serve people of color. As the outlet’s executive director, Keri Mitchell, said in a recent INN 
Q&A, community leaders told the Free Press: “‘If you try to do this with email, you’ll fail.’ They said we 
needed to get information directly to people’s phones. They also told us that if we didn’t have 
Spanish-language content, we would fail. So before we even had a website, we launched our texting 
service in both neighborhoods, and in both English and Spanish.”  

Charlottesville Tomorrow built a partnership with Vinegar Hill Magazine, an independent African 
American publishing company, in order to better serve Black communities in Charlottesville. Together 
with other community partners, the two Virginia outlets launched the Charlottesville Inclusive Media 
Project in order to co-produce and co-publish new projects focused on highlighting Black perspectives 
and experiences.  

SECTION 6: Key Challenges and Opportunities  

While the Index findings show a sustained pattern 
of growth and stabilization, they also illuminate 
challenges that could slow or limit the field’s growth, 
or accelerate it if the challenges are met. They 
include broadening gains in staff diversity, 
addressing the uneven distribution of major 
philanthropy, and the need and opportunity to 
develop more market-based revenue that aligns 
with the public service mission of nonprofit news. 
 
Staff diversity gains are driven by 
startups 

As staff counts across the nonprofit news field grow, 
racial and ethnic diversity levels have kept pace. Across the nonprofit news sector, about half (53%) 
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of nonprofit news staff are white and about a third (35%) are 
people of color. Leadership and board member breakdowns will 
next be available in INN’s 2023 Index Report.  

Fieldwide race and ethnicity breakdowns more or less represent 
diversity levels from last year and, at the most basic level, are 
roughly representative of the U.S. labor force. The nonprofit news 
field also remains more racially and ethnically diverse than legacy 
media (the News Leaders Association’s 2019 ASNE Newsroom 
Diversity survey reported that people of color represent 22% of the 
salaried workforce and updated numbers are not available).   

Yet, the nonprofit news field has work to do and recognizes that 
diversity numbers from commercial media do not serve as 
impactful or equitable benchmarks. Racial and ethnic 
representation remains highly variable across the nonprofit news 
field. Startups serving communities of color are driving much of the 
field’s diversity gains, whereas long-established nonprofit 
organizations serving more general audiences tend to lag behind. 
About a third of all outlets – 35% – account for 83% of all staff of 
color fieldwide. A large portion of that third of the field is startups 
and outlets with a primary mission to serve communities of color. 

Among the outlets not primarily serving communities of color, 58% 
of staff are white and 28% are people of color. Some outlets did 
not provide diversity figures for their staff, accounting for the 
remaining 14%. 

INN realizes these numbers require a broader look, especially 
since essential components of diverse, equitable and inclusive 
organizations cannot be measured by headcount, such as 
newsroom culture, support for staff and leadership of color, burnout 
and turnover. INN’s 2023 Index will focus on diversity, equity and 
inclusion. 

Concentration of foundation funding remains with 
national, global outlets 

Foundation funding, a major fuel supplier for public service journalism, remains concentrated in the 
larger, national and global news outlets – and remains elusive for smaller, local organizations. 

Comparing labor workforce sizes with total foundation funding shows this disparity. Local news outlets 
employ about a quarter of the nonprofit news sector, yet receive only about a tenth of the field’s 
foundation support. In contrast, national and global outlets employ a little over half of the field yet 
bring in close to 70% of the field’s foundation support.  

The disparity is even more dramatic when comparing the number of outlets against total foundation 
dollars. National and global organizations make up roughly a quarter of all outlets surveyed, yet bring 
in over two-thirds of the field’s foundation funding. Compare that to local organizations, which 
comprise 42% of outlets across the field yet bring in only 11% of the field’s total foundation funding.  
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U.S. Diversity on the Rise.  
People of color make up 38% 
of the U.S. workforce and that 
share is projected to grow to 
43% by 2028, according to the 
U.S. Bureau of Labor 
Statistics. People of Hispanic 
origin make up 18% of the 
total workforce. Black people 
account for 13%, Asian 
Americans for 6%, and “all 
other groups,” which includes 
multiracial, Native American/
Alaska Native and Hawaiian/
Pacific Islander, account for a 
small percentage.

Diversity Numbers are Not 
Enough.  
Organizations must strive for 
equity and foster an inclusive 
environment and accurate 
coverage by ensuring all 
voices are heard, valued and 
reflected in news coverage. 
INN launched the Racial 
Equity and Inclusion in 
Nonprofit News program to 
help members advance racial 
diversity, equity and inclusion 
in their organizations and their 
journalism. INN is also working 
to become a more equitable 
and inclusive organization 

https://www.bls.gov/opub/reports/race-and-ethnicity/2020/home.htm
https://www.bls.gov/opub/reports/race-and-ethnicity/2020/home.htm
https://www.bls.gov/opub/reports/race-and-ethnicity/2020/home.htm
https://inn.org/resources/dei-resources/
https://inn.org/resources/dei-resources/
https://inn.org/resources/dei-resources/
https://inn.org/resources/dei-resources/
https://inn.org/resources/dei-resources/
https://inn.org/about/diversity-report/
https://inn.org/about/diversity-report/
https://inn.org/about/diversity-report/
https://inn.org/about/diversity-report/
https://www.newsleaders.org/2019-diversity-survey-results
https://www.newsleaders.org/2019-diversity-survey-results
https://www.newsleaders.org/2019-diversity-survey-results
https://www.niemanlab.org/2022/04/crushing-resistance-yet-again-newsrooms-arent-showing-up-to-the-industrys-largest-diversity-survey/
https://www.niemanlab.org/2022/04/crushing-resistance-yet-again-newsrooms-arent-showing-up-to-the-industrys-largest-diversity-survey/


 
The direction of foundation funding affects total 
revenue breakdowns across different types of outlets. 
Global news organizations are primarily fueled by 
foundation funding: the typical global organization 
brings in 75% of total revenue from foundations. Local 
news organizations, on the other hand, typically derive 
40% of their total funding from foundations. As a result 
of disproportionately low foundation funding, small local 
news organizations often have to invest more heavily in 
developing different revenue streams. 

The discontinuity between foundation funding of large 
organizations and the growing needs of smaller, local 
outlets is dramatically raising a need gap in news 
philanthropy. Several funding programs, including 
NewsMatch, Rural News Network and other holistic 
collaborations that reinforce sustainability as well as 
expand editorial impact, and systemic funding initiatives such as Report for America, address this 
need by packaging and funneling donations to many smaller local and state news organizations, 
leveraging national funding as a catalyst for broader support. INN is looking at expanding those 
systemic solutions, and the issue merits more attention as local startups increasingly show success in 
preventing news deserts and addressing inequities in news access. 

Foundation funding for organizations focused on serving communities of color equaled – at least in 
proportion – the amount of investment for the rest of the field. Nearly one-third (28%) of the nonprofit 
journalism workforce operates at an organization whose primary mission is serving such 
communities. In 2021, 29% of foundation funding went to those organizations. 
Similarly, organizations that represent a higher degree of staff diversity (defined here as at least 40% 
journalists of color) were met with proportional philanthropic resources in 2021.  

While encouraging, these numbers don’t address the extent to which BIPOC-led and focused 
organizations are playing catch-up. Nor do these numbers assume foundation funding will remain 
stable or grow for this cohort in the future. But the data at very least suggest a sign of momentum that 
should encourage funders to double down.  
      
Earned revenue remains an underdeveloped opportunity  

Earned revenue (including sponsorship and advertising dollars from businesses and institutions) is 
inconsistent across the field, remaining a source of opportunity for most and yet underdeveloped for 
others. This is the revenue source that also appears to have been most affected by the pandemic, 
and it remains to be seen if those impacts will be temporary or slow the growth of earned revenue for 
an extended period. From 2018 through 2021, nearly half of outlets in our Index trend set reported 
gains in earned revenue. A third of outlets reported decreases over the four-year period.  

Local outlets were hit hardest, largely due to the pandemic causing many local businesses to cut 
spending or close. The median earned revenue for local outlets dropped in 2020 and again in 2021 to 
just under $28,000 per outlet, lower by nearly a third than the pre-COVID level. Ten out of 22 local 
outlets in the Index trend set reported declines. 
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A handful of local news outlets were able to retain and 
even grow earned revenue throughout 2020 and 2021, 
including Madison 365, serving communities of color in 
Wisconsin and Patagonia Regional Times (PRT), 
serving communities in southeastern Arizona. The 
secret to these outlets' success? Their leaders point to 
relationship-building between an outlet’s sales 
representative and businesses, and reframing 
advertising and sponsorship opportunities as a way to 
support high-quality information. 

The PRT successfully retained its clients and revenue 
from earned sources from 2020 through 2021, largely by 
prioritizing its relationships with clients. PRT's board 
president, Kathryn Schrag, said that in the summer of 
2020 the staff and Board of Directors made the decision 
to offer all ads in the monthly print edition free of charge 
for one month, and at 50% reduction for two more 
months. Schrag points to this gesture as one successful 
strategy for maintaining relationships with clients over time – making the point that the exchange of 
dollars is more about uplifting a community rather than one organization profiting off another. 

Madison365 grew its earned revenue from about $360,000 in 2020 to over $380,000 in 2021 and 
documented its revenue strategy in this INN case study. Since 2020, the team’s earned revenue 
tactics largely remained constant: leading with its mission in all business dealings, prioritizing creating 
custom “membership” packages with business clients, valuing relationships with clients, and 
committing to serve a specific audience.  

Section 7: Looking Ahead 

The Index findings underscore four key media development focal points for the next few years, within 
the broad, continued development of revenue and audience: 

● Continue to spread diversity, equity and inclusion gains across the field, in staffing and 
leadership but also community coverage and service. Gains have been substantial but vary 
widely across the field. The reporting of staff diversity stats by nearly 95% of the field indicates 
there is a broad commitment to  building on that accountability. 

● Work with national funders to expand funding of local news in systemic, scalable ways. The 
data shows national funding can advance broad sustainability in news through highly 
leveraged, catalytic funding programs such as Report for America, NewsMatch and holistic 
collaborations and consortia within the field. 

● Rebuild the earned revenue gains that took a hit during the pandemic, and resume the growth 
trajectory for sponsorships, underwriting, events and other earned revenue streams. 

● Fund and support reporting consortia that take on complex topics and provide that expert 
reporting broadly across the country. The field is transforming, and reporting consortia and 
alliances including the Rural News Network, Open Campus and Kaiser Health News are 
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INN documents earned revenue best 
practices for nonprofit news in our Guide 
to Earned Revenue. Here are a few 
successful earned revenue cultivation 
tactics: 

1. Don’t sell widgets, sell solutions. In 
other words: Use a consultative selling 
approach that focuses on clients’ and 
prospects’ needs – and offer them 
solutions. 

2. View local businesses as partners and 
allies. Treat sponsors and prospects as 
relationships not transactions – and 
connect them as intimately as possible to 
your mission, and you. 

https://inn.org/research/guides/the-nonprofit-news-guide-to-earned-revenue/
https://inn.org/research/guides/the-nonprofit-news-guide-to-earned-revenue/
https://inn.org/research/guides/the-nonprofit-news-guide-to-earned-revenue/
https://madison365.com/
https://madison365.com/
https://patagoniaregionaltimes.org/
https://patagoniaregionaltimes.org/
https://inn.org/research/case-studies/how-madison365-stays-true-to-its-mission-while-earning-more-than-half-its-revenue-from-businesses/
https://inn.org/research/case-studies/how-madison365-stays-true-to-its-mission-while-earning-more-than-half-its-revenue-from-businesses/


creating new and enduring collaborations to produce mission-driven reporting and deliver it to 
larger audiences. 

Questions on the Index Report? Please reach out to INN’s research director Emily Roseman at 
emily.r@inn.org.  
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About the Index 

The INN Index is the most comprehensive study of the state of nonprofit news. Since 2018, the 
Institute for Nonprofit News has conducted this annual Index survey of its member nonprofit news 
organizations. INN member news organizations act as a research consortium by sharing their 
business and editorial statistics to help each other benchmark their own development. The sharing 
also helps INN and the field evaluate and better understand new media models as they form: the 
staffing, business models, financials, and editorial focus of newsrooms in the growing movement of 
public service journalism. Previous Index reports are archived. 

Thank you to our funders 

INN's 2022 Index is sponsored by the Google News Initiative (GNI). Many thanks to the GNI team for 
their commitment to data and knowledge sharing across the nonprofit news sector.  

INN Index reports are made possible thanks to INN’s general support funders, including: The Arthur 
Vining Davis Foundations, Battery Powered, The Bernard and Anne Spitzer Charitable Trust, 
Democracy Fund, FORTUNE Journalism PleasrFund, Hubbard Family Foundation, Inasmuch 
Foundation, John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation, Jonathan Logan Family Foundation, 
Knight Foundation, The PCLB Foundation, Present Progressive Fund, and The World Fund. 

Report Credits 

● Authors: Emily Roseman, Michele McLellan, Jesse Holcomb 
● Editor: Howard Goldberg  
● Data Analysis: Many thanks to our Index research assistants, including Calvin University 

research assistants Sage McKissack, Ben Honeyford, and Isaac Seiler, and INN’s Emma 
Bowen Foundation summer research interns Zoe Mercado and Syedah Asghar.   

● Charts and Graphs design: Michelle D. Wise 
● Reviewers: Sue Cross, Damon Kiesow, Leslie Marable, Ruth McCambridge, Vignesh 

Ramachandran, Ron Smith.  
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Section 8: Methods and Definitions   

See below for our research team’s methods and defined terms. Please reach out to INN’s Research 
Director Emily Roseman (emily.r@inn.org) with any questions.  

Methods 

● About the survey: INN distributed the survey online in January 2022 to 338 INN network 
newsrooms, excluding service organizations that are also INN members, and 315, or 93%, 
completed the survey. Survey responses reflect performance in the calendar year 2021. 
Previous years’ surveys were generally representative with response rates ranging from 60% 
to 94%. Starting with the 2020 Index survey, INN started requiring outlets participating in 
NewsMatch to complete the Index survey, which raised completion rates for both the 2020 and 
2021 Index surveys. Survey language is provided here. The data do not scientifically represent 
all North American nonprofit news outlets, since not all belong to INN, including an array of 
public media stations. Specific year-over-year comparisons should be interpreted cautiously; 
this report draws directional trends across the field. 

● A note on the cohort used for this report: Of the 315 news organizations that completed the 
survey, the data for 285 are included in this report. (Data provided by 30 members from the 
public media sector is not included due to systematic differences in how these organizations 
report revenue and expenses.) For the revenue analysis portion, 20 startups younger than one 
year were excluded, as they did not yet have comparable data for the entire year. An additional 
18 organizations did not provide revenue data. Thus, the revenue section of the report is 
based on the information provided by 247 outlets. Year-over-year financial comparisons are 
drawn from smaller cohorts of outlets that provided complete financial data for 2020-2021 (N = 
201), as well as 2018-2021 (N = 92). 

● A note on medians vs. averages vs. ranges: The authors of the Index Report prefer to use 
median calculations throughout the report largely due to two factors: 1) a relatively small N size 
with a population of roughly 300, and 2) some significant outliers that skew averages. 
However, for some calculations like the average donation in dollars, we are unable to calculate 
the median since we do not have a list of data points for this survey question. In these cases, 
we default to averages. We supply a range in cases where knowing the upper and lower limits 
of a data point are helpful in understanding the field. 
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Definitions 

● Index trend set: In addition to our 2021 Index survey data, the Index can now begin to identify 
longer-term trends from a group of 92 news organizations that provided consistent data for 
2018 and 2021, capturing performance over a four-year period. Of the 92, 82 provided revenue 
data. We refer to this group as the Index trend set. This cohort of outlets represents a close to 
even split of local news organizations, state and regional organizations, and national and 
global organizations. However, since it reflects organizations that were active in 2018, it has a 
lower proportion of local outlets than the current field.  

● INN’s core group of digital-first, independent publishers: This term refers to the group of 285, 
non-public broadcasting publishers that completed the Index survey. The research team 
excludes financial data from 30 INN members from the public media sector, due to systematic 
differences in how these organizations report revenue and expenses.  

● Local news: Local news organizations are those that cover part or all of a community, 
municipality or county or a cluster of them, ranging from large metro areas to small 
neighborhoods. The study includes data for 121 local news organizations. 

● State news: State news outlets primarily focus on government policy or politics or topics of 
public interest such as health or the environment in a single state. There are 59 state outlets in 
this study. 

● Regional news: Regional news outlets cover news within two or more states making up a 
region, such as a Midwest reporting outlet. There are 24 regional organizations in this study. 

● National news: National organizations focus on public affairs issues that affect the entire 
country. “National” in this context largely means the United States, except for three survey 
respondents that cover national news in Canada. This study includes 60 national outlets. 

● Global news: Global organizations generally take aim at broad world topics or they produce 
news of distant places. There are 21 global organizations in this study. 

● Direct audiences: Direct audiences refer to the audiences using and engaging with a news 
outlet’s platforms, including its website, email newsletters and social media platforms. Direct 
audiences are largely interpreted in this report as a news organization’s web traffic (measured 
by average monthly uniques) and email newsletter subscriber size.   

● Third-party audiences: Audiences interacting with a news outlet’s coverage or services but on 
a platform not managed by the news outlet itself – third-party audiences largely come from 
other news outlets republishing or rebroadcasting content, including on social media and other 
digital platforms.   

● Individual giving: Individual giving is an umbrella term that encompasses financial contributions 
from individuals, including small-dollar ($1,000 or less), midlevel ($1,000 - $5,000), and major 
donors ($5,000 or more). Survey respondents use these shared definitions for their Index 
survey reporting. Individual giving is one of the three major revenue streams for nonprofit 
news.  
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● Earned revenue: Earned revenue can be understood as the funds a nonprofit organization 
generates by providing value to businesses and related goods and services, including 
sponsorship, advertising and underwriting. This contrasts with funds received from 
philanthropic sources, such as grants and major gifts. Earned revenue is one of the three 
major revenue streams for nonprofit news.  

● Foundations: Foundations are nonprofit organizations that support charitable activities in order 
to serve the common good. Foundation funding is one of three major revenue streams for 
nonprofit news.  
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